Redmine - Patch #23021
fix Russian "setting_thumbnails_enabled" misspelling
2016-06-09 00:36 - Antonio Kless

Status: Closed  Priority: Normal  Category: Translations
Assignee:  Target version: 3.3.0

Description
This is the fix for misspelling in Russian locale (use "вложение" instead of "приложение").

It was [rejected on GitHub](https://github.com) so I bring it here.

Associated revisions
Revision 15498 - 2016-06-09 08:35 - Toshi MARUYAMA

fix Russian "setting_thumbnails_enabled" misspelling (#23021)

Contributed by Antonio Kless.

Revision 15499 - 2016-06-09 09:07 - Toshi MARUYAMA

Merged r15498 from trunk to 3.3-stable (#23021)

fix Russian "setting_thumbnails_enabled" misspelling.

Contributed by Antonio Kless.

History
#1 - 2016-06-09 02:13 - Go MAEDA
- Category changed from I18n to Translations

Could you explain the difference between "вложение" and "приложение" in English?
Sorry, I don't understand Russian.

#2 - 2016-06-09 07:19 - Степан И.

Go MAEDA wrote:

> Could you explain the difference between "вложение" and "приложение" in English?
> Sorry, I don't understand Russian.

приложение - act. (Have a finger in the pie.)
вложение - the attachment.
Степан Ипатьев, thanks for explanation.
Setting target version to 3.3.0.

- Target version changed from 3.3.0 to 3.1.7

- Target version changed from 3.1.7 to 3.3.0

- Subject changed from fix for Russian locale to fix Russian "setting_thumbnails_enabled" misspelling

- Status changed from New to Closed

Committed in trunk and 3.3-stable, thanks.
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